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The principle of responsibility imputation in the act of tort is the principle of 
responsibility imputation. It is the basis and standard that determines behavior's 
responsibility of' civil liability and it comes through the act of tort which is the 
guiding rule that standardizes all particular behaviors of act of tort. The act of tort is 
the organic part of civil liability. So the responsibility imputation in the act of tort is 
the concretization of the basic principle of civil liability in the field of act of tort. 
Responsibility imputation is the pole of forming the content and system of act of tort. 
It plays a very important role in the act of tort. To form the reasonable responsibility 
imputation and build coherent principle of responsible imputation system is actually 
equal to build the content and system of the whole act of tort. The equitable liability 
principle is one in the law of tort and it is the concretion of equitable principle. Thus 
is the so-called equitable liability principle which, as a separate imputation principle, 
is a helpful supplement to fault liability principle and liability without fault principle. 
Therefore, it is of great use in the present stage of China's socialism. The principle of 
equitable liability is necessary to build a harmonious society as result of China's weak 
social security. An accurate understanding about the basic spirit and the legislative 
intent of China's civil law and a clear definition of the scope of application of the 
equitable liability principle are the prerequisite of our theoretical study and judicial 
application. 
This thesis mainly analyzes and demonstrates several basic questions about 
equitable liability principle. The article is composed by three chapters: 
The first chapter is a general introduction to the equitable liability principle 
including its birth and development, the equitable liability principle concept defined 
by the academic world and a differentiation between equitable liability principle and 
the equitable principle. 
Chapter two gives an analysis and demonstration to the status of equitable 
liability principle in the imputation principle system and summarizes the basis of the 
equitable liability principle as an imputation principle by analyzing the imputation 














principle. Moreover, a proposition is provided here that the equitable liability 
principle is an item independent in the imputation principle system after a comparison 
of relations between the three imputation principles in law of tort in our country. 
The third chapter mainly concerns about the application of the equitable liability 
principle. First an analysis of problems arising from the application of equitable 
liability principle to our country judicature practice is given, then an innovation 
concerning the suitable method. Also the application scope of equitable liability 
principle is revealed through researches on legal rules in China. 
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正”。④梅兰特认为，公平就是衡平法院实施的规则体系。⑤17 至 18 世纪的古典
自然法从平等的观念出发，一方面认为，任何人致他人损害均应赔偿，但赔偿须












































(第 1406 条、第 1407 条)以及 1961 年的新民法草案第六稿、1922 年的《苏俄民
法典》，1959 年的《匈牙利民法典》、1964 年的《波兰民法典》，都对公平责任作
了原则的规定。1942 年公平责任原则被引入《意大利民法典》继任版的第 2047
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① 王利明.侵权行为法研究（上卷）[M].北京:中国人民大学出版社，2004.281. 
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